INSTRUctions

103 m2, 8 beds
3 bedroom
2 shower
2 WC
50m to ski track
1 km to Fishing
1 km to mountain restaurant
2.8 km to grocery store
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dishwasher
Before starting the dishwasher, water must be switched on (timer)
Press the touch button (“Damixa”) to the left of the mixer
-

One pressure gives water for 3h (indicated by green light)
Two pressures give water for 12 hours (indicated by blue light)

If the indicator flashes green and blue, the battery is running low and must be replaced.
The battery holder is in the cabinet under the sink and a new 9V battery is usually next
to it.
Dishwashing programs are described at the top of the dishwasher door. The panel is
activated with light finger touch. If the touch buttons do not respond, try to wet your
finger a little or clean the display.
NOTE! Do not wash kitchen knives in the dishwasher

Sauna
Control panel is located on the wall next to the drying
cabinet. Switch for sauna lighting is located together with
the switch for room lighting.
Start of sauna:
-

Press "ON/OFF"
Set “Temperatur” (Temperature), 80-90C is usually
ok, finish by pressing "OK" to save the value
Set “Bad tid” (Bath time), 03:00 is usually enough,
finish by pressing "OK" to save the value
Hold down the "OK" button for about 3 seconds until
a click is heard from the sauna heater and the sauna starts

If the sauna display does not show anything, it may be because the “on/off switch”
under the sauna heater has been affected, in which case try changing the position on it.
It takes about 45 minutes for the sauna to reach 85C

Fireplace
Before firing make sure that the supply air is free of snow
Fire:
-

Pull out the damper under the glass door max
Use the fireplace with the door closed
When the fire has subsided, push in the damper
until the red patch is not visible

Supply air
fireplace

Usually there should be at least one copper barrel or one box with firewood on arrival.
Feel free to leave similar to the next guest. Firewood is available for purchase at
Supermarket ICA at the hotel.
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induction hob
The hob is equipped with a touch panel. Upon a light touch of a symbol, the associated
cooking zone/function is activated. As soon as the electronics have registered your
selection, a beep sounds, a control lamp lights up and a letter or number appears on the
display. Only press one button at a time.

Oven
The oven is equipped with a child lock. Pull the lever to the side to open the door
1. Lighting
2. Upper/lower heater
3. Grill (infrared heat only)
4. Large grill (infrared heater + upper heater)
5. Grill & Fan
6. Hot air & lower heater
7. Hot air
8. Defrost (fan only)
9. Lower Heater & Fan
10. PYROLYS cleaning program. The oven heats up to approx. 500C.
NOTE! To use this function, careful study of the instruction manual is required
11. Rapid preheating of oven
When using an oven thermometer (available in the box to the left of the hob) remember
to replace the protective metal plug afterwards
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Kitchen fan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Off/On
Fan position 1-3
Boost function (fan max)
Lighting
Filter alarm *
30 min timer, when activated, the fan switches off
automatically after 30 min
7. ”Clean & Fresh. The fan runs 5 min every hour in power
mode 1
* In the case of an alarm, 100 operating hours have been reached and
control/cleaning of metal filter is required. Remove the carbon filter from the metal filter (do not wet) and
clean the metal filter with hot water and dish soap. Allow the filter to dry before reassembling. A new
carbon filter is in the scrub when a replacement is needed. After checking the filter and cleaning, press
sensor "5" (at least 5 sec, after which the hour meter is reset)

heating
The house is equipped with exhaust air heat pump and water-borne underfloor heating.
Room temperature is normally preset to 20C. The upper floor is a little cooler than the
lower floor, so there is an extra independent electrical element.
Raise/lower:
-

Open the front cover of the boiler
Select tab "inomhusklimat” using the control knob,
press "OK"
Enter menu "temperatur”
Change the thermometer to the desired temp, press "OK"

Note! It takes time before change goes through due to "inertia" in the concrete slab

Drying cabinet
The drying cabinet is equipped with an automatic that detects when the garments are
dry and then closes itself.
Start drying cabinet:
-

Press "ON/OFF"
Select program "Auto 40C or" Auto 60C "
Press “Start/Stop”, the drying cabinet starts
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Water
The main shut-off valve is located in the sauna under the bench. Should normally be on.

Electric
Electrical cabinets are in the space next to the fridge and outdoors under the kitchen
window. The electrical cabinet is equipped with an earth fault circuit breaker for all
groups. Outdoor lighting is controlled by astronomical timer (lighting for the terrace is
turned on/off via the living room.

Internet
The house is equipped with free Wifi (100/100mb) via fiber and network sockets in the
living room. If TV or Wifi breaks down, try restarting the router located in the space next
to the fridge in the kitchen.
Network name:
Password:

See notice on inside exterior
door or on the Router

TV
Plasma TV. Basic offer from Serverado/Viasat via fiber.
To start TV:
-

Press "ON/OFF" on the TV box (large remote control)
Press "ON/OFF" on the box of the digital box (small remote control)

The digital box must be connected to the "HDMI 1" input on the TV
The volume is controlled both via the large remote control and on the side of the small
remote control

Stereo
To connect an external audio source, use a pre-connected cable with a 3.5mm plug that
protrudes below the amplifier and select "Aux". Adapter for Iphone is available in the
drawer in the TV bench.
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snow removal
Vemdalsskalets road association (www.vskvag.se) is responsible for the area's snow
removal. Snow removal for the area starts according to a determined rotating schedule.
First they clear the roads, then they come back and shovel entrances and parking lots.
In the case of an urgent need for snow removal call on + 46 76 066 76 64.

Garbage
Containers for household rubbish are in the area below the cottage (approx. 500m) and
along the road when approaching the car park at Vemdalsskalet's ski resort.
Source sorting (glass, metal, cardboard...) is available when parking opposite
Supermarket ICA Vemdalsskalet.

Source sorting

Houshold
Waste
Hotel

Lodge
Houshold
Waste

Beds
The house has 8 beds in three bedrooms. The beds are equipped with bed mattress,
mattress cover, duvet and pillow with pillow case.
NOTE! Bed linen is not included.
Bedroom 1: 1 double bed 160cm (can be made into 2 single beds)
Bedroom 2: 1 bunk bed, 120cm + 90cm
Bedroom 3: 2 bunk beds, 120cm + 90cm & 90cm + 90cm

Instruction books
Instruction books for equipment in the house are in the box to the left of the oven.
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Cleaning instructions
Cleaning equipment, chemicals and vacuum cleaner are in the space next to the fridge.
Kitchen
Wash and restore tableware
Clean the fridge and freezer, leave them switched on
Clean the microwave, oven and induction hob
Clean the kitchen fan. Do not wet the carbon filter that sits on the inside of the
grease filter
✓ Wipe kitchen counter, kitchen sink and kitchen mixer
✓ Empty rubbish, leave the garbage can with a new bag
✓
✓
✓
✓

Living room
✓ Empty and clean the fireplace. Ash is emptied into an ash bucket that stands
outside the entrance.
✓ Wipe TV stand, dining- and living room table
✓ Reset chairs, cushions and blankets
✓ Feel free to leave the copper barrel full of firewood and put in new tealights in
lanterns
Bedroom 1-3
✓ Shake duvets and carpets and open blackout curtains
WC upstairs
✓ Clean toilet, water tap and sink (also strainer)
✓ Empty the strainer in the shower and wipe the shower glass and mirror
WC downstairs
✓ Clean toilet, water tap and sink (also strainer)
✓ Wipe the mirror
Sauna/shower room
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Wipe off sauna bench and empty the sauna bucket
Wipe the sauna door (glass plaster)
Wipe out the drying cabinet
Empty the strainer in the shower and clean the shower glass
Wipe the bench

Floor/Stairs
✓ Vacuum and wet wipe all floors and stairs
Before departure
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Leave all interior doors slightly open (including sauna door)
Set the heating system to 20C
Turn off all lights. Outdoor lighting is controlled automatically
Lock the patio door and ensure that all windows are closed
Lock the front door and leave the key as described when booking
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